
Catherine 

Weingarten’s Whipped 

Dream- A Fantasia 
Random Twilight actress hot girl- actress with a minor role  in the popular werewolf human hookup 

movie “Twilight”, too pretty to look at directly.  She also plays Becky Becky and Shannon.  

SETTING Gloria’s Dream: various dark horrifyingish places in her mind.  

TIME A Fragmented rushed fanatical fantastical feminine dream reality  

 Context: A hot and popular actress from twilight reveals her innermost secret/weakness.  This is an 

excerpt from a one act feminine nightmare play that takes place within a body conscious girl’s head.  

(RANDOM TWILIGHT ACTRESS HOT GIRL Takes center stage.  She is bathed in pink lights.  She is holding 

a donut.  It is a beautiful donut.)  

Do you know what it’s like to be beautiful?  Like really beautifully gorgeously attractive?  I am so 

beautiful every mail man in my town waits outside my door all day just so they can gaze at me while I 

open my junk mail.  I am so beautiful cats try to interbreed with me.  I am so beautiful I have an open 

offer to hookup with any member of the Royal family I want. GOD WHAT A BURDEN!  And sometimes I 

think about how in a second it would be gone.  Like a breath. And I’d be average.  Like random girl 

number four.  I’d have to get places by being smart.  Ew.  So nineteenth century.  If If If I If I eat this devil 

hole then I my beauty will be gone.  I know that.  Sometimes I dream about sugar and donuts and pasta 

cookie flambé and chocolate icing chocolate raisinets.  And then I wake up and I I’m so scared I ate all 

those things and that I’m flubby ugh and I feel my stomach and sigh and know that I was good so good 

and did not sin.  I can never slip if I I slip than I will not know what to do with myself.  I must stay 

beautiful.  Forever.  Nothing else is worth it. 


